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1. Introduction 
Let G be a finitely generated group and suppose H*(G, ZG) #O. Then a 
celebrated theorem of Stallings states that G splits over a finite subgroup; that is 
we may write G =A *F B (A #tF# B) or G =A *F (FINN extension) with I;: finite 
(see, for example, Theorem 6.1 of [9]). If H’(A, 2224) #Q$ then A itself splits over 
a finite subgroup. In this paper we are concerned with whether this process of 
splitting must always come to a stop after a finite number of steps. This problem 
is known as whether G is accessible; for a formal definition and more information 
concerning accessibility, see part 7 of [9). It is shown there that G is accessible if
G is either torsion free or has a free subgroup of finite index. We shall prove 
Theorem P. Let G be a finitet’y generated group. If the fi,gite subgroups of G have 
bounded mder, then G is accessible. 
In proving Theorem 1 we obtain a stronger result. Before describing this result, 
we establish some notation. The augmentation ideal of a group will be denoted by 
the small German letter corresponding to the capital Latin letter used to name the 
group; thus g is the ideal of ZG generated by {g - 1 1 g E G } . Similarly when a is a 
subscript, we write ga for the augmentation ideal of G,. If R is a ring and M is an 
R-module, then d&4) will indicate the minimum number of elements required to 
generate M as an R-module. The order of a set S will be denoted by (S ( and the 
concept of the fundamental grouD of a graph of groups will be as described on page 
155 of 191. 
Let X be a graph of groups with finite edge groups. If G is the fundamental group 
of X and x is either an edge or a vertex of X, then G* will denote the edge or vertex 
group corresponding to ;c. Following page 193 of [9], we say that an etige e is trivial 
if the two ends of e are distinct vertices of X and G,zG, for an end u of e. We 
can then eliminate e to obtain a new graph with the same fundamental group as X 
by identifying e to a point. A graph with no trivial edges is said to be minimal. We 
can now state our stronger result as follows. 
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Theorem 2. Suppow G + 1 is the fundamental group of a fmite minimal graph of 
groups X with finite edge groups, and /et E denote the edges of X. Then 
M,,(a&), 1 + & l/iG,./. 
Deduction of Theorem 1 from Theorem 2. Since G is finitely generated, 
d,,(Q) 5 d f’or some integer d. By Propc sition 4 (stated at the start of Section 2) 
if G is not accessible, then G can be expressed as the fundamental group of a finite 
minimal graph of groups with n edges for any integer n ~0. But if the finite 
subgroups of G have bounded order, this contradicts Theorem 2. 
If we could c trengthen Theorem 2 to state that dQG(Qg)Z f( IE, i) where fIx)-+a 
;ts A----+ 0, then we could prove the conjecture of accessibility by the above argument. 
Unfortunately this is not possible, as the following result shows. 
Proposition 3. There exists a sequence of finite minimal graphs of groups 
X,cX,cX,c- with finite edge groups such that if G,, is the fundamental group 
of XI,, then dlJ&Qg,,) 5 6. 
2. Proofs 
As promised earlier, we first state Proposition 4. 
Proposition 4. Let G be a.fkite/y generuted group whkh is not accessible, Then G 
cm be e_xpr*es F(. d as rlleCfitrrdtimental group of u minimal graph of groups with finite 
L’ii,eC grrorrps inrd with n edges, for any integer n >, 0. 
I am grateful to the referee for pointing out that my original argument for this 
result was inadequate. We need the following preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 5. Ler n ~0 be an integer and let G be the fundamental group of a graph 
of groups X with jinire edge groups. Suppose ( G, / > n ji,r all trivial edges e of X. 
[f ,f is a trivial edge of X and Y is the graph oj’ groups obtained .fronl X by 
elinlirmrirlp j1 [her1 ! G,. i > N *for ali trivial edges e oj’ Y. 
Proof. If ef,” is an edge of A’ which becomes a trivial edge of Y, then it is easily 
checked that c is a trivial edge of A’ and the result follows. 
Proof of Proposition 4. Define the weight of a finite graph with finite edge groups 
to be (I,r,,r,, . . . ) where / is the number of loops and ri the number of edge groups 
of order i. Order the weights lesicographkally. Among all ways of writing G as the 
f‘undamcntaI grl?up ot‘ a minimal graph 01‘ groups with at most rz edges, choose one 
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with maximal weight; call this graph X. Since G is not accessible, there exists a 
vertex v such that G, splits over a finite subgroup. Express G, as the fundamental 
group of a minimal graph of groups 2 with one edge (and one or two vertices). Ry 
the proof of Lemma 2 of [J), there exists a graph of groups Y whose vertices are 
those of ZUX\{ v} and whose edges are those of XU 2; we will regard 2 as a 
subgraph of Y in the natural way. Let W be the minimal graph obtained from Y 
by eliminating all trivial edges. If the weight of W is greater than that of X, then 
W must have more than n edges, hence X has n edges and we are done. 
So it remains to prove that the weight of W is greater than that of X. If 2 is a 
loop, then since eliminating trivial edges does not eliminate any loops, W has more 
loops and hence has greater weight than that of X. Therefore we may assume that 
2 has one edge and two vertices; let e be the edge and u and w the vertices. If f 
is a rrivial edge of Y, then u or w must be an end of f and we see that IGfI > IGel. 
Repeated application of Lemma 5 now shows that the edge groups corresponding 
to the edges eliminated from Y to obtain W all have order greater than iGel. It 
follows tirat the weight of FV is greater than that of X, as required. 
We now prove Theorem 2. 
Lemma 6. Let K, F, B be groups with F finite and let e = 1 /IF I C RE F g, an idempo- 
tent of QF. 
(i) If G = K *F B, thert Qg = fQG@ebQGz FQG@ bQG/fQG. 
(ii) tf G = K +, then QZ fQG@eQG. 
Proof. (i) By Theorem A of [7), gQG= fQG+ bQG with fQGfQQG=fQG. But 
Qb = fQB$)eQbzfQB@Qb/fQB and the result follows. 
(ii) By Proposition 2.11 of 131, we have an exact sequence 
which shows that Q/EQG z eQG. Now note that eQG is projective. 
Corollary 7. Let G be the fundamental group of a finite minimal graph of groups 
X with finite edge groups. Let E and V denote the edges and vertices of X respective- 
ly and let u E V. Set W = C,, and for each e E E, define CY(, =1:) G,) C tE cI g, an 
idempotrnt of QG. Then 
where for euch eE E, either IP = QG, or Ie = Q,, where v is at one end of F and 
G,,> G,. 
roof. We use induction on / E / , the result being clear if j E j = 0. Suppose X is not 
a tree. Then there exists f E E which we may remove from X so that the resulting 
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subgraph Y (=X\{f}) remains connected. Let K be the fundamental group of Y 
(regaxied as a subgroup of G) and set F = G,-. Then G = K gF and the result follows 
from Lemma 6(iii and induction. 
Suppose on the other hand that X is a tree. Then we can choose w E V\{ u} such . \ 
that w is at the end of only one edge; call this edge f. Let Y be the subgraph 
x \ { tu, f }, let K be the fundamental group of Y (regarded as a subgroup of G) and 
set F= Go,, B= G,,. Note that FM because X is a minimal graph of groups. Since 
G = K eI- B, the result follows from Lemma 6(i) and induction. 
We now want to consider W(G), the weak closure of CC in the right regular 
representation of G on L”(G) (cf. the exercises on pages 63 and 64 of [S]). The idea 
of using M/‘(G) emanated from a study of [5]. Much of what follows is based on 
work of Kaplansky, but since he has not published any details, I have (on the sugges- 
tion of other people) given complete proofs. We think of L2(G) as formal sums 
! _CICoaRg where a& and &E&RjZ cm. Then L’(G) is a Hilbert space with 
inner product (1 +g, I: b,g) = C a$$ where - denotes complex conjugation, and 
1&C set / CT // 2 = ~(cr,a) for (XE L’(G). Let y denote the set of bounded linear 
operators r,n I?(G) considered as acting on the right of t’(G). For BE -/; we 
define the operator norm by 11611 = max{ /~BI/&EL’(G) and licrl/l= 1). Also, 8* 
denotes the adjoint of 8; thus (a&,!?) = (c@?*) for all a&L’(G). If &CC, we 
have a bounded linear map L”(G)+?(G) defined by cx~& (multiplication by 0); 
thus we can identify CC as a subring of yi/. For any subset S of y, let S’denote its 
~ommutant, hat is (0 E :I 1 OS = SO for all s E S) which is a subalgebra of y/I For any 
subalgebra A of -1 with A = A *, it is known that A” is a I+‘*-algebra (see [t], 
cqxxially the historical note on page 24). 
Now -4 has three topologies: the uniform topology defined by the operator norm, 
t hc strong topology given by neighbourhoods 
;lnd the weak topology given by neighbourhoods 
(f), @ E -f ; u,, a, E 1?(G)). Multiplication is not in general continuous as a function 
oi tno variabks in the weak (or strong) topology, but is continuous as a function 
o!’ one 1 ariablc when the other is held fixed. 
k’cm Ntun;ann’s fundamental theorem on I+‘*-algebras (Theorem 1.2.1 of [l)) 
I& II\ th;at if A is anv subalgebra of I/ with /I = A * and 1 E A, then A” is both the r 
WA alid ‘rt rorrg closure of A. We apply this to W(G) which is defined as the weak 
closer of CC;. 
I et Or W(G) and KE G. Since M/(G) is the strong closure of CC, we can choose 
I’>+- : (; w._d~ that W,, +lO, @,, -+gB. Since ,q8,, = ,q( 1 O,,) we deduce that ~0 = g( 10). 
~~~~~~~~~~~r ;v, a G i5 dense in I,‘(C), it follows that If) := 0 implies 8 = 0. Also we 
(iO*,g:) -(l,j#) -(l,~(W)) from which we see that if I& LPcC;QRg, then 
_ Ct f, ii,~ ’ ,tnd so 11 lOl)z = 11 0*ljz. 1’ 
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Lemma 8. Let G be an infinite group, e a projection in W(G) and E > 0. Then there 
exists a projection f E eg W(G) with [l I (e --f) 11 2c 3~ and so 1 tr(e -f) 1 c 3~. 
Proof. Let X be any finite subset of G\l with IX~>~/E~ and write Y=XUX-I. 
Set n=IYI, CT= l- l/nC,,,y and ,B= cue. Then a E QQ, a! = a* and p = p*. Using 
the corollary on page 43 of 221, there exists a projection f =P*y for some YE W(G) 
with 
Note that f E eg W(G) and that 11 l( 1 - ar) II2 = 1 /in < e. -41~0 11 eII , I/ f 11 5 1 because 
and f are projections. Therefore 
IlUe--&= 11 l(e-ea)*li2== 11 l(1 --cc)el125 11 l(1 -01)~~2(~e~~ <I:
and it follows that 
Hence 
II ue-PNI2 = II u e-ea)el12s I/ l(e-e@I1211e)I CE. 
III(f--Pf)ll2= II Wf-b!f)II2~ II ~(~--~~II2Ilf II <E. 
(2) 
(3) 
Combining (l), (2) and (3) gives 
II W-f)II2= II M-Dll2+ //3-pf II + II 1(~f-f)l12<3& 
which is the required result. 
For CTE W(G) we define the trace of cr by trcr=(lcw,l), If CECG,, say 
cr=T: KEc’ a,g, then tr cx=al and so tr @= tr /?a) for cr,/?~ CG. Since tr is w!eakly 
continuous and multiplication (when one variable is held fixed) is weakly con- 
tinuous, we see that tr @= tr /Ia first for (x E CG, PE W(G) and then for 
a;pE W(G). 
For any positive integer d, the matrix ring M,(Y) is the ring of operators on the 
direct sum of d copies of L2(G). If (TE Md( 9”) is represented by the matrix (a,$, 
then the adjoint of cy, denoted cy*, is represented by the matrix (a$, and we dlefine 
the trace of CY by Tr a= Cy_ , tr aii. Then MJ W(G)) is the double commutant of 
&(CG) and so by the remarks before Lemma 8, we see that M&W(G)) is a 
W*-algebra. We need the following well knowtl result of Kaplansky, for which there 
appears to be no convenient reference. 
Proposition 9. If 0,l + Q E MJ W(G)) is an idempotent, then 0 < Tr Q < d. 
Proof. Since MJ W(G)) is a C*-algebra, [Y is equivalent to a projection p by 
Theorem 26 of [6] and the remark just preceding it. If /I is represented by the matrix 
(b,J then 
This A >O unless U-J,~ - 0 for all i, j, which as shown before Lemma 8 holds only if 
h,, = 0 for all i, j. and we deduce that Tr cw>O. The inequality Tr cued now follows 
by considering the nonzero idempotent 1 - a. 
To :zomplete the proof of Theorem 2, we need to make use of Euler characteristics 
as described on pages 630432 of [8]. Let d = d,&a&). EJy Corollary 7 and using 
the notation there, we have 
If H = 1 then since X is minimal, 6 is free on lE 1 generators and the result is clear, 
so assume that H> 1. We claim that for each 4 E E, we may choose a projection 
_~,,HI,./,.I~‘(G) with trA,z. 1/21G,, I. This is clear when Ir = QG,., while if It, = Q[, and 
G, is finite, then we take 
Finally if G, is infinite, we apply Lemma 8 to obtain a projection &E a,~~, W'(G,,) 
with rr(a,.-f,); 5 l/2 ;G,.j. Similarly there Asts a projection f~ W’(G) with 
tr Jr 1 A?. Setting P=~V’(G)@@~.,, .L, W(G), we now have 
x(P)rliL+ C l/2 /G,,j 
t’k r
where x(P) is the Euler characteristic of P as defined on page 632 of [8). 
Since_JW(G) is a direct summand of b W’(G) and f(, U’(G) is a direct summand of 
tr,./,. If’(G) fo- all eE E, we see that d,l.,l;,(P) <d. Therefore P is a projective 
~~~oduIc’ which can be generated by d elements, hence it corresponds to an idem- 
potent c E A&( W[G)). Since Tr &sd by Proposition 9 and 
Trc=~(P)z l/2+ c 11’2 /G,i, 
1'E b 
the result follow:,. 
Proof of Proposition 3. For O< n E Z, we let S,, denote the symmetric group on 
( 1.2, . . . , n}. If G is a group and A4 is a QG-mod\lle, t hm Al’ indicates the QG- 
module .Z/r&‘~I. Also “or g E G, we set cys = g ‘cxg when c. E or c G or ZG. 
Proof. Let a=(n,n-c 1), 1: = (n + 1, n + 2) and c = (~1, M+ 2) be transpositions of 
I‘,, f ,’ . Since S,: . 2 = (Fr, , I, (‘), the homomorphism ZS,, + z -+d,, + #z$, i I ZS,, + 2 defined 
by fI - (r’ -- I )c;y + $I. 1 is, + : is onto and t!iis shows that 
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where 
I={CYEZS,+J(C- l)CTE@,+,nS,~+?} . . 
Furthermore Sn + 1 =(&,a), hence the homomorphism ZS,, +2+~n+ ,ZS,,+ 4,,HS,,+2 ti 
defined by CT- (a- 1)~ + g,,BSn+2 is also onto, thus 
where 
J=(aCTSl,,&a- I)aEB,&ZS,,,& 
Since S,, = 3,: and ah = c, we see that 
J~(~EC&+&- l)ah~~,l+lES,,+~}, 
hence J” c I. Wow observe that ZS,, + 2/Jz ZS,, + z/JA as Z& + I-modules, which 
shows that ZS,, + ,/I is a homomorphic image of ZS,, +?/J, as required. 
Lemma 11. Let d&! and let AO<A+*= be a sequence of finite groups such that 
(i) dQ.q,(Qai) s d for all ir 1. 
(ii) Qai/ai_ I QA; is a homomorphic image of 0; _ 1 QA,/a, _. &Ai as QA+?odu/es 
for all ir 2. 
Then there exists a sequence of finite minimal graphs of groups X1 C Xl C l 
kth finite edge groups such that if G,, is the fltndarnental group of X,, then 
dCG,,(Qg,,) 5 3d for all n 2 1. 
Proof. For integers irj 2 0, let 6i : Hi +Ai be an isomorphism and write Hti for 
the inverse image of A, under 8i. For each integer nz 1, let X,, be the graph of 
groups 
Applying Lemma 6(i) II - i times yields 
Using (ii), this is a homomorphic image IJf 
Since HU = Hkj for j<i, k, we deduce that Qgn is a homomorphic image of 
and the result follows. 
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Proposition 3 ;1ow follows by setting A, = Sn+ I in Lemma 11 and applying 
Lemma 10. 
?iote added irs proof 
Aidan Schofield has an alternative proof for Theorem 1; details will appear in 
Chapter 3 of his forthcoming book “Representations of Rings over Skew Fields”, 
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